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Using the Simple Past, the Past Continuous
and the Past Perfect Tenses

In Chapter l, you worked on using verbs in the past tense correctly.
Here is more practice using the simple past, the past continuous

and the past perfect. For a quick review, go back to pages 6-7 or
see pages 2lO-211 in the Grammar Toolkit.

1. Choose the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. Be prepared to
explain your choices orally.

a) Alex first saw

c) Miss Treat

met

had read (to read) Alex's record before she actually

(to meet) him. When she spoke

(to speak) to him the first time, he was runntng (to run)

in the hallway.

d) The agency had sent (to send) Special Agent 5921o Russia

was dealing

b) He was looking for

had made

f)l

(to see) Skoda when the criminal

(to deal) drugs at Brookland School.

(to look for) revenge because Alex

(to make) a fool out of him the year before.

crashed

e) M16 was monttonng (to monitor)the situation when a bomb

just three days before the enemy plane

(to crashed) in the Pacific.

exploded

was taking

rang

(to explode) at the embassy.

(to take) a shower when the phone

(to ring) so I didn't hear

(to hear - negative) rt.

2. Iry your hand at writing two sentences using these three tenses.
Exchange them with a partner and together discuss whether
they are correct or not.

. Answers will vary.

St. Basil's Cathedral,
Moscow, Russia
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Use the present perfect tense to:

o Describe a past action that has the
possibility of being repeated.

Usually the sentence is less specific.
For example, it doesn't say exactly
when the action occurred.

For a recent action that has a
present effect.
The emphasis is usually on the link
with the present and not on
the action itself.

Examples:

I have already watched that movie
three times, but I want to see it again.

We have studied a lot, so the tesf
should be easy.

(to be) the greatest show

(to ever see) in my life! The actors

(to be) fantastic and the music superb.

you 9t'l (to get) a chance

were (to be) in Vegas?

Distinguishing Between the Simple Past
and the Present Perfect

l. Examine the table below.

Use the simple past tense to:

Describe an action that happened at a

specific moment in the past.

Examples

I watched that movie three times
last year.

Last night, we studied for the test for
three hours.

d) That was

t have ever seen

were

Did

to see it when you

2. Choose the correct tense of the verbs in parentheses. Be prepared to explain
your choices orally.

a) Jane has travelled (to travel) to China, Australia and Japan,

but she has not beert (to be _ negative) to Abitibi.

Her husband went (to go) there on business last spring

but she couldn't go with him.

b) Secret agents working undercover in Asia have iust busted

(to just bust) an important drug ring.

c) How much did you pay (to pay) for the tickets you

bought (to buy) on the lnternet on Wednesday?
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